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Many of today's parents remember their own childhood experiences with God and religion as abstract and confusing, leaving them with more questions than answers. It is with this in mind that Rick Osborne has created "Talking to Your Children about God", an indispensable guide for parents who want to be prepared for those "hard-to-answer" questions about God. Full of helpful tips and suggestions, this book provides answers that will satisfy the inquisitive and persistent nature of kids when they pose such difficult questions as: Why can't I see God? What's so important about the Bible? Why do we go to church? What should I say when I pray? Does God watch everything I do? What is heaven like? What are angels?-- Josh McDowell, acclaimed Christian author and speaker.

Reviews

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. This really is for all who state that there had not been a well worth reading. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Claud Bernhard

It is an remarkable pdf which i have ever go through. Of course, it can be play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I realized this pdf from my dad and i suggested this book to discover.
-- Dr. Gerda Bergnaum
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Talking to children about God in the Age of Doubt. He answered: “If the idea is that when children are young you should give them very definite answers that do not reflect your actual experience of life, then you’re lying to your children, and one day they’re going to realize that you were a hypocrite. And isn’t being true as much as possible in life the best kind of education you can give the young?” Rabbi David Wolpe of Los Angeles, the author of “Teaching Your Children About God,” agreed. He uses his own youthful bout with atheism to encourage children to embrace their own struggles. When a child asks a question about God, they are not com Overcoming Awkwardness. Granted, talking to your children about sex may be one of the most awkward parenting tasks you will face. But it is well worth your effort. Over time, says a mother named Diane, the awkwardness fades, and talking to your child about sex can actually become a bonding opportunity. Steven, quoted earlier, agrees. Inculcate Moral Values in Your Children. Does your child know the truth about sex? Find out what God’s standards are and what you should teach your children. Print. Share. THE WATCHTOWER. Talk to Your Children About Sex. English. Talk to Your Children About Sex. https://assetsnffrgf-a.akamaihd.net/assets/m/2010807/univ/art/2010807_univ_sqr_xl.jpg.
How to Talk to Your Children About Homosexuality helps you lay a solid foundation of God’s truth, gives guidance for talking to children, and offers a variety of scenarios with suggested responses. Equipping Parents to Respond to Gender-Confusing Messages in Schools. This how-to guide helps you respond with truth while protecting your child and your family’s values. We don’t just want our children to know the truth about God’s design for male and female—we want our sons and daughters to live out God’s truth in wholeness. Secure Daughters, Confident Sons: How Parents Guide Their Children into Unlike conventionally religious parents—whose faiths often come with robust programs to inculcate children with rituals, prayers, and faith—agnostics have no blueprint for an almighty deity to pass on to their children. Complicating the matter is the fact that God as a concept defies the reductivism often necessary to talk to kids about the big stuff. After all, the whole of human history has wrestled with the idea of an all-knowing higher power. How is a parent seriously supposed to explain this kind of stuff in the brief minutes before bedtime? Agnostic parents have to work harder, Dr. J